ResiRest

Travel Global, Eat Local
Imagine 4 boys in the age of 18-19 years old, celebrating their high school graduation and going to Jamaica for the sun, sea, sex, drugs and reggae……uh……going to Jamaica for sun, sea and the beatifull country 😊.

Then, when they were out of money after five days, they had to work and connected with locals for several months...

Back to the Netherlands in the plane they heard people talking about a Jamaica they didn’t see. They have seen a Jamaica through the eyes of the locals. One of those boys is standing right in front of you now.
ResiRest; where are we now?

- Founded Sep 6th 2016
- Went live Aug 1st 2017 with 3 countries and 12 Facebook followers

As of today our figures are:
- > 27 countries
- > 27,000 Facebook followers
- > 11,000 Instagram followers
- > 500 local families connected and growing fast
- > 80 social impact partners
  - Local non profit organizations
  - Strategic partners
  - Travel organizations
Our vision and mission

ResiRest offers local families a safe & mutual fair trade connection to travelers, supported by local agents, and in cooperation with travel organizations and non-profit organizations, bringing social impact all around the world.
Building bridges is our passion
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Partnerships with ngo’s

Our partnerships with local development and non-profit organizations are part of our backbone. Their knowledge, their local involvement and their local and global network add important value. By joining forces, we create mutual benefits.
Our partnerships with travel organizations helps us bringing income & social development to local families. We translate their questions into local answers. By joining forces, we create mutual benefits.
Focus on local families; effects

Travelers
- A true local experience
- Do-good and three levels of safety

Travel Organizations
- A social impact partnership
- Quality and reliability

NGO
- Partnership in helping local families
- A share of profit
Focus on local families; the domino effect

Self Reliance → Self Esteem → Pride → Cultural Authenticity
Focus on local families; our cards on the table.